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Preface
The topological community experienced a tremendous loss when Jan “Honza” Pelant died April 11th, 2005. He was
a strong and original mathematician who had over 100 publications. His most important contributions are in the area
of uniform spaces, but he has also made lasting contributions to many other areas of topology, functional analysis and
combinatorics. A description of his mathematical work can be found in the article “Jan Pelant (18.2.1950–11.4.2005)” by
B. Balcar, V. Müller, J. Nešetrˇil and P. Simon which appeared in [Math. Bohem. 131 (1) (2006) 105–112] and [Czechoslovak
Math. J. 56 (131) (1) (2006) 1–8].
Honza’s mathematical skills were rivaled by his social skills. As but one indication of this, we mention that he had at
least 70 co-authors in his mathematical papers. Honza was an embodiment of the spirit of the Prague topological school,
and he played an important role in the realization of the Prague topological symposiums and the winter schools enjoyed
and appreciated by topologists from all over the world.
Honza had many other talents besides mathematics. Examples of his poetry and a description of his involvement with
puppet theater can be found in the booklet “Jan Pelant in Memoriam” by V. Müller and J. Nešetrˇil (Dimatia, ITI, 2006).
With this collection of papers written by friends and colleagues of Honza, we pay tribute to the memory of a ﬁne
mathematician, a great man, and a true and beloved friend.
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